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Abstract. The value of acquiring a slot in a sponsored search list (that comes along with the organic links in a search engine’s result page) might depend on who else is shown in the other sponsored positions. To empirically evaluate this claim, we develop a model of ordered search applied to keyword advertising, in which users browse slots from the top to the bottom of the sponsored list and make their clicking decisions slot by slot. Our contribution is twofold: first, we use impression and click data from Microsoft Live to estimate the ordered search model. With these estimates in hand, we are able to assess how the click-through rate of an ad is affected by the user’s click history and by the other competing links. Our dataset suggests that externality effects are indeed economically and statistically significant. Second, we study Nash equilibria of the Generalized Second Price Auction (GSP) and characterize the scoring rule that produces greatest profits in a complete information setting4 .
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Introduction



Sponsored search advertising is a booming industry that accounts for a significant part of the revenue made by search engines. For queries with most commercial interest, Google, Yahoo! and MSN Live make available to advertisers up to three links above the organic results (these are the mainline slots), up to eight links besides the organic results (sidebar slots) and, more recently, MSN Live even sells links below the organic results (bottom slots). As such, an advertiser that bids for a sponsored position is seldom alone; and is usually joined by his fiercest competitors. Indeed, it is widely believed that the value of acquiring a sponsored slot highly depends on the identity and position of the other ?
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advertisers. Putting it differently, advertisers impose externalities on each other, which affect their click-through rates and might have consequences on their bidding behavior. The literature on sponsored search auctions mostly assumes click-through rates are separable, i.e., the click through rate of a bidder is a product of two quantities, the first expressing the quality of the bidder and the second the quality of the slot she occupies. Such models cannot capture the externalities that one advertiser imposes on the others. To capture these externality effects, we depart from the separable model and study a model in which users perform ordered search, that is, (i) they browse the sponsored links from top to bottom and (ii) they take clicking decisions slot by slot. After reading each ad, users decide whether to click on it or not and, subsequently, decide whether to continue browsing the sponsored list or to simply skip it altogether (for a formal definition and motivation for this model, see Section 2). With this formulation, we are able to estimate continuation probabilities for each ad (which are simply the probabilities of continuing searching the sponsored list after clicking or not on some ad) and conditional click-though rates for each ad (which tell the probability of a click conditional on the user’s previous clicking history). Continuation probabilities capture position externalities, that is, they capture the negative impact that top links impose on the click-through rates of bottom links (as users stop browsing either because their search needs were already fulfilled or because they got tired of previous bad matches). In turn, conditional click-through rates capture information externalities, as we can assess how the information collected by the user by clicking on one given link impacts the click-through rates of the other links he eventually reads. We used three months of impression and clicking data from Microsoft Live to estimate the ordered search model. We report our findings from three selected search terms: ipod, diet pill and avg antivirus. For each of the selected keywords, we selected the logs in which the most clicked advertisers occupied the mainline slots. Our main empirical findings can be summarized as follows: first, our dataset suggests that both position and information externalities are economically and statistically significant - and the returns to keyword advertising (in terms of clicks) strongly depend on the identity of the other advertisers. Secondly, our estimates suggest that users roughly divide in two groups: the first group has a low clicking probability and usually drops the sponsored list without going through all the mainline slots. In contrast, the second group of users clicks more often and tends to read most of the sponsored links (price research behavior). Inspired by our empirical findings, we set up an auction model in which advertisers submit their bids taking click-through rates as implied by ordered search. As prescribed by the rules of the Generalized Second Price auction (GSP), search engines then multiply each bid by a weight defined by a scoring rule (which solely depends on each advertiser’s characteristics), producing a score for each advertiser. Advertisers are then ranked by their score; slots are assigned in decreasing order of scores and each advertiser pays per click the minimum bid necessary to keep his position. In this framework, we characterize the revenue-maximizing complete information Nash equilibrium (under any scoring rule). We then show that this equilibrium can be implemented under any valuation profiles and advertiser’s search parameters if and only if the search engine ranks bids using a particular weighting rule that combines click-through rates and continuation probabilities. Interestingly, this is the same rank-



ing rule derived in [10] for solving the efficient allocation problem (in a non-strategic environment). Finally we provide an impossibility theorem: there is no scoring rule that implements an efficient equilibrium where advertisers pay their VCG payments for all valuations and search parameters (this is by far the most analyzed equilibrium of the separable click-through rate model). This extends an observation first made by [7], who argue that such an equilibrium does not exist in the rank by revenue GSP. Comparisons with Related Work. The issue of externalities in ad auctions has recently attracted quite a bit of attention from the research community [3, 1, 10, 7, 6]. Initial studies were largely theoretical, and involved proposing models for user-search behavior that would explain externalities. Athey and Ellison [3] proposed one of the first such models. In their work, they assume that users search in a top-down manner and that clicking is costly. They then derive the resulting equilibria. Closely related are the cascade models of Aggarwal et al [1] and Kempe and Mahdian [10]. These models associate with each ad a click-through-rate as well as a continuation probability representing the probability that a user continues the search after viewing the given ad. They then proceed to solve the winner determination problem in their models. Recently Giotis and Karlin [7] studied the equilibria of the cascade model in GSP auctions. Our model of ordered search generalizes these previous models slightly by allowing click-through-rates and continuation probabilities to depend on the clicking history of the user. This enables us to model both position externalities as well as information externalities. Our empirical work shows that both effects are significant. This is the first paper to empirically document externalities in sponsored search. In a subsequent work, [8] estimated a model of unordered search in which users read all advertisements before choosing a subset of them to click on. We believe this is a valid and worth-exploring model of users’ behavior. We nevertheless think that ordered search is a more natural starting point. Indeed, it is hard to reconcile the assumption that users perform unordered search with the advertisers’ competition to obtain the top positions (why pay more to get a top slot if users read the whole list anyway?). Moreover, unlike [8], we allow click-through rates to depend on the click history of users (this captures users’ learning by browsing). On the theoretical side, this work advances the equilibrium analysis of the GSP in the presence of externalities. The previous theoretical literature to study GSP equilibria [2, 5, 12, 13, 11] mostly focused on the separable click-through-rate model. The only exceptions are Athey and Elison [3] and Giotis and Karlin [7], mentioned above.
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The Ordered Search Model



In order to study externalities in sponsored advertising, we develop a model of users’ behavior that assumes ordered search. The main elements of this model are, first, that users make their choices about clicking on sponsored links by analyzing one link at a time and, secondly, that they browse sponsored results from top to bottom. Our focus on such an ordered search model is motivated by various reasons. First, as the work of [4] demonstrates, position bias is present in organic search. In particular [4] compares a sequential search model with four other models (including the separable model) and concludes that sequential search provides the best fit to the click logs they have con-



sidered. Secondly, sequential search is further substantiated as a natural way to browse through a list of ads by the eye-tracking experiments of Joachims et al. [9], where it is observed that users search and click in a top down manner. Moreover, as the value per click of each advertiser tends to be correlated with its relevance, ordered search is a good heuristic for users (see [3]). Users typically do not click on all the ads of the list, as it is costly both in terms of time and cognitive effort to go through a website and assimilate its content. For this reason, users only click on a link if it looks good enough to compensate for its browsing cost. Moreover, users typically change their willingness to incur this browsing cost as they collect new information through their search, and hence the decision about whether to continue reading ads naturally depends on the click history of the user. To formalize these ideas, we denote the click history of users as they browse through the sponsored links by H = {j : link j received a click}.5 Here we will focus on two types of externalities: Information Externalities. An ad imposes information externalities on others by providing a user who has clicked on his link with information regarding the search – e.g., prices or product reviews. This, in turn, affects the user’s willingness to click on all links displayed below in the sponsored search list. To make these points formally, let’s denote the expected quality of link j by uj . In order to save on browsing costs, a searcher with click history H clicks on link j only if its perceived quality exceeds some optimal threshold, which we denote by TH . We set H = {∅} if no links were previously clicked (no extra information gathered through search), H = {j} if only link j was clicked and H = {j, k} if links j and k were clicked in this order. We let the clicking threshold TH on the ad’s perceived quality depend on the information gathered by the searcher in his previous clicks, but assume that TH is not affected by the precise order of clicks. That is, we impose T{j,k} = T{k,j} . In addition, we summarize any user specific bias towards a link by the random term εij . Hence, a user with click history H that reaches the slot occupied by advertiser j clicks on it if and only if uj − εij ≥ TH . We assume that the idiosyncratic preference parameters εij are independently and identically distributed across bidders and advertisers, with a cumulative distribution function F . Thus, the probability that a searcher i with click history H clicks on link j is: Fj (H) ≡ Prob {εi ≤ uj − TH } = F (uj − TH ). We call Fj (H) the conditional click-through rate of j given the click history H. By virtue of browsing from the top, users have no previous clicks when they analyze the first slot. Hence, if advertiser j occupies the first position, his chance of getting a click, which we call click-through rate, is Fj ≡ Fj ({∅}). The difference between advertiser j’s click-through rate, Fj , and his conditional click-through rate, Fj (H), H 6= ∅, indicates the impact of information externalities. Position Externalities. An ad additionally imposes externalities on other ads by virtue of its position in the ordered search list. This can happen in one of two manners: first, 5



Note we abstract away order information; i.e., we assume a user’s behavior depends on past clicks, but not on the order in which the clicks were made.



the user may tire of the search if the ads he has read appear to be poorly related to the search term; second, the user may leave the search if an ad he has read and clicked on has satisfied his search need. We capture the first effect with a parameter, λj , that indicates the probability a user keeps browsing the sponsored links after reading ad j and choosing not to click on it. We capture the second effect with a parameter, γj , that indicates the probability a user keeps browsing the sponsored links after clicking link j. The parameters λj and γj are referred to as the continuation probabilities of ad j and jointly capture its position externalities imposed on the ads that follow. Note that, unlike many models in the literature, in our model the position externalities may depend on both the advertiser and clicking behavior of the user. We model the user behavior for a given sponsored list using the above parameters as follows. She reads the first ad A1 in the list and clicks on it with probability FA1 . Conditional on clicking on A1 , she reads the second ad A2 with probability γA1 and clicks on it with probability FA2 ({A1 }). Conditional on not clicking on A1 , she reads the second ad with probability λA1 and clicks on it with probability FA2 . Thus, the probability she clicks on ad A1 is simply FA1 while the probability she clicks on A2 is (1 − FA1 )λA1 FA2 + FA1 γA1 FA2 ({A1 }). This behavior extends to multiple advertisers in the natural way. 2.1



Data Description



Our data consists of impression and clicking records associated to queries that contained the keywords ipods, diet pills and avg antivirus in Microsoft’s Live Search. We chose these keywords because, first, a user that searches for any of them has a well defined objective and, second, because they are highly advertised. Within each of these keywords, we selected the three most popular advertisers (in number of clicks) and considered all impressions in which at least two of these advertisers are displayed.6



keyword



advertisers (A): store.apple.com (B): cellphoneshop.net ipod (C): nextag.com (A): pricesexposed.net (B): dietpillvalueguide.com diet pill (C): certiphene.com (A): Avg-Hq.com avg antivirus (B): avg-for-free.com (C): free-avg-download.com



# of obs. 8,398



4,652



1,336



Table 1: Keywords and Advertisers 6



Regarding the impressions that contain only two of the three selected advertisers, we only kept those logs which display our selected advertisers in the first two positions. By doing this, we can disregard the advertisers on slot 3 and below without biasing our estimates.



For the keyword ipod, the Apple Store (www.store.apple.com) is the most important advertiser, followed by the online retailer Cell Phone Shop (www.cellphoneshop.net) and by the price research website Nextag (www.nextag.com). All the 8398 ipod observations in our sample refer to impressions that happened between August 1st and November 1st of 2007. The most popular advertisers for diet pills are, first, the meta-search website Price Exposed (pricesexposed.net), followed by the diet pills retailer dietpillvalueguide.com and then by certiphene.com (which only sells the diet pill certiphene). All 4,652 impressions considered happened between August 1st and October 1st of 2007. For avg antivirus, the most popular advertiser is the official AVG website, followed by the unofficial distributers of the AVG antivirus avg-for-free.com and freeavg-download.com. The 1,336 observations range from September 1st to November 1st of 2007. The sample provided by Microsoft AdWords displays impressions associated to different keywords with varying intensities through time. This is why ranges differ across the selected keywords; and we have no reason to expect such differences might affect the estimates of our model.



slot



ipod (A): 6,460 (76.92%) (B): 1,864 (22.20%) first (C): 74 (0.88%) (A): 1,438 (17.12%) second (B): 5,826 (69.37%) (C): 1,134 (13.50%) (A): 26 (0.31%) (B): 22 (0.26%) third (C): 950 (11.31%) (other): 7,400 (88.12%)



diet pill (A): 1,912 (41.10%) (B): 908 (19.52%) (C): 1,832 (39.38%) (A): 1,848 (39.72%) (B): 1,988 (42.73%) (C): 816 (17.54%) (A): 472 (10.15%) (B): 692 (14.88%) (C): 668 (14.36%) (other): 2,820 (60.62%)



antivirus (A): 1,233 (92.29%) (B): 71 (5.31%) (C): 32 (2.40%) (A): 88 (6.59%) (B): 674 (50.45%) (C): 574 (42.96%) (A): 9 (0.67%) (B): 21 (1.57%) (C): 355 (26.57%) (other): 951 (71.18%)



Table 2: Distribution of Advertisers per Slot



All keywords possess a leading advertiser that occupies the first position in most of the observations. For ipod, the Apple Store occupies the first slot in roughly 77% of the cases, while the Cell Phone Shop appears in 22% of the observations. The situation is reversed when we look at the second slot: the Cell Phone Shop is there in almost 70% of the observations, while the Apple Store and Nextag appear respectively in 17% and 13% of the cases. As table 2 below makes clear, advertising for diet pills or avg antivirus display a similar pattern. For all the keywords considered, approximately one out of four impressions got at least one click (25.26% for ipods, 24.24% for diet pills and 35.55% for avg antivirus). As one should expect, click-through rates are decreasing for most of the queries: among the clicks associated to diet pill, 56.73% occurred in the first slot, 34.04% in the second and 9.21% in the third. For ipod, the concentration of clicks in the first slot is even higher, as one can see from table 3. The keyword avg antivirus is an interesting exception, as most of the clicks happened in the second slot (54.5%).



slot first second third total



ipod 1,572 (74.08%) 524 (24.69%) 30 (1.41%) 2,122 (100%)



diet pill 640 (56.73%) 384 (34.04%) 104 (9.21%) 1,128 (100%)



antivirus 205 (43.15%) 259 (54.52%) 11 (2.31%) 475 (100%)



Table 3: Distribution of Clicks per Slot



2.2



Estimation Results



At this stage, it is not possible to tell whether a high click-through rate in the first slot is simply due to users’ behavior or is the effect of very high quality advertisers. In the same vein, what explains the very low click-through rate in the third slot for ipod? Is it because advertisers are bad matches for the users’ search or is it the result of search externalities imposed by the links in the first two slots? In order to evaluate externalities, we must estimate the parameters of our model. We do this with the well-established maximum likelihood method, which selects values for the parameters that maximize the probability of the sample. First we must derive an expression, called the log-likelihood, for the (log of) probability of the sample given the parameters of the model.7 Our log-likelihood function is: X   log L = log Prob {jn , kn , ln ; c1n , c2n , c3n } , n



where the probability of observations {jn , kn , ln ; c1n , c2n , c3n } is derived from our empirical model. Next we estimate the parameters to be those that maximize the log-likelihood. Before discussing our estimation results, we need to make one important observation. The conditional click-through rate of some advertiser j, Fj ({k}), is the probability that a random user clicks on ad j given that this user clicked on advertiser k’s link and kept searching until he read j’s link. Note that Fj ({k}) abstracts from position externalities, as this is the probability that a user that read the ad gives a click on it. We have three reasons to think that conditional click-through rates should differ from baseline clickthrough rates. First, link k may offer low prices for ipods, hence even if the user keeps browsing the sponsored list after clicking on k (an event of probability γk ), he will be less likely to click on j. This is the negative externality effect, which pushes, let’s say Fj ({k}), to be less than Fj . Second, link k may increase the users’ willingness to click on j, which may happen if, for example, link k is a meta-search website. In this case, Fj ({k}) is greater than Fj , which corresponds to a positive externality effect. These first two reasons for Fj to depart from Fj ({k}) relate to information externalities. There is a third reason, though, not related to externalities but to the structure of our data, that may explain why Fj 6= Fj ({k}): the group of users that make at least one click may be fundamentally different from the total pool of users that perform 7



It is common to use the log of the probability as opposed to the probability itself to simplify the algebra. As log is a monotone function, maximizing the log-likelihood corresponds to maximizing the likelihood.



searches on Microsoft Live. As such, the conditional click-through rate Fj ({k}) reflects the probability of j getting a click among a quite selected group of users. It is natural to think that these users click more often on sponsored links than a common user; and this should push Fj ({k}) to be higher than Fj . We call this the selection effect. As a consequence, we can safely interpret estimates such that Fj > Fj ({k}) as evidence that advertiser k imposes a negative externality on advertiser j. Nevertheless, if Fj < Fj ({k}), as we do not observe any users’ characteristics, we cannot tell apart positive externalities from purely selection effects. We need to keep this in mind in order to interpret the estimation results. One can directly test whether the selection effect is driving our estimates by looking at the continuation probabilities λj and γj . Clearly, absent any selection effect and granted j is not a meta-search website, λj , the probability that a user keeps browsing after not clicking on j, is expected to be higher than γj , the probability that a user keeps browsing after clicking on j. The reason for this is that users may only fulfil their search needs if they do click on j, in which case they are not expected to return to the results page. As a consequence, having λj significantly lower than γj is strong evidence in favor of the selection effect. We are now able to discuss our estimation results, which are displayed at Table 4. We find that for the search terms we investigated, selection effects were ubiquitous. Nonetheless, we observed significant negative externalities in two of them (ipod and avg antivirus). For the third keyword (diet pills), we observed that conditional clickthrough-rates were higher than the base-line click-through-rates, although it is not possible to determine whether to attribute this to the selection effect or to positive externalities. In the following subsections, we discuss the results for each keyword in detail. ipod Results: For this keyword, the lead advertiser (the Apple Store) has a very high click-through rate: 21%. Its competitors, the Cell Phone Shop and Nextag, have 8.7% and 10.4%, respectively. These estimates can be interpreted as the probability that the first slot gets a click when it is occupied by one of these three advertisers. The difference between the Apple Store click-through rate and that of its competitors is significant at the 1% level. As such, the lead advertiser (who occupies the top position in 76% of the observations – see Table 2) is also the most effective in attracting clicks. Our estimates detect that Apple Store imposes a negative externality on the Cell Phone Shop (as FB = 0.08 > 0.04 = FB ({A}), and the difference is significant at 5%) and on Nextag (as FC = 0.10 > 0.04 = FC ({A}), and the difference is significant at 5%). This means that the information provided by the Apple Store website reduced by half the appeal to a random user of the links to the Cell Phone Shop or the Nextag. The lack of observations in which users click on Nextag and then click on Apple Store or the Cell Phone Shop prevents us from being able to estimate γC ,FA ({C}), FA ({B, C}), FB ({C}) and FB ({A, C}). The selection effect indeed seems to play a role in our estimates. Looking at the results, one can see that γ’s are higher than λ’s for at least two advertisers: for the Apple Store, γA = 0.94 > 0.76 = λA (although the difference is not significant) and for the Cell Phone Shop, γB = 1 > 0.62 = λB (significant at 15%). This suggests that users that click on a link are more likely to keep browsing the sponsored list. As the



results presented above point out, though, the selection effect wasn’t strong enough to shadow the negative externalities that the Apple Store imposes on its competitors. diet pill Results: Alike the ipod case, the leading advertiser for diet pill is also the most effective in terms of attracting users: the click-through rate of pricesexposed.net, roughly 21%, is significantly (at 1% level) higher than that of its competitors (15% for dietpillvalueguide.com and 5% for certiphene.com). We didn’t find evidence of negative information externalities among diet pill advertisers. For pricesexposed.net, the click-through rate jumps from roughly 21% to 31% if certiphene.com was previously clicked; and the difference is significant at 10%. The same happens with dietpillvalueguide.com: its click-through rate goes from 15% to either 66% (in case certiphene.com got a click) or to 33% (in case certiphene.com and pricesexposed.net had clicks); and both differences are significant at 5%. Interestingly, the click-through rate of certiphene.com jumps from 5% to 8% (difference significant at 5%) if dietpillvalueguide.com was previously clicked by the user. Since dietpillvalueguide.com is a website specialized in comparing diet products, one can think that positive reviews of the Certiphene pills might explain this difference. As discussed above, we cannot rule out that the selection effect explains this difference, though. Indeed, our estimates imply that users are more likely to keep browsing the sponsored links if they clicked on certiphene.com: γC = 1 > 0.57 = λC (significant at 5%).



keyword ipod 0.210 FA (0.005) 0.250 FA (B) (0.038)



diet pill 0.210 (0.008) 0.232 (0.032) 0.317 FA (C) — (0.065) 0.664 FA (B, C) — (0.075) 0.676 0.760 λA (0.056) (0.064) 1.00 0.940 γA ( 0.777) (0.195)



avg 0.151 F (0.010) B 0.00 F (A) (0.074) B



ipod 0.087 (0.006) 0.030 (0.022)



diet pill 0.146 (0.034) 0.146 (0.034) 0.663 — FB (C) — (0.080) 0.334 — FB (A, C) — (0.083) 1.0 0.627 0.673 λ (0.217) B (0.042) (0.057) 1.00 1.00 1.00 γ (0.231) B ( 0.820) (0.743)



avg 0.364 F (0.050) C 0.364 F (A) (0.050) C



ipod 0.104 (0.012) 0.040 (0.032) 0.095 — FC (B) (0.032) 0.327 — FC (A, B) (0.190) 0.183 1.00 λ (0.049) C (0.057) 0.686 γ — (0.902) C



Table 4: Estimates of the Ordered Search Model



avg antivirus Results: Unlike the previous keywords, the leading advertiser for avg antivirus is not the one with highest CTR. In fact, Avg-Hq.com has the lowest CTR (15%), while avg-for-free.com and free-avg-download.com have a 20% and 21% CTRs, respectively (higher than Avg-Hq.com’s CTR at a 15% confidence level). Our estimates detect that avg-for-free.com imposes a negative externality on AvgHq.com, as FA = 0.15 > 0 = FA ({B}) (significant at 5%). As in the ipod case, the lack of observations in which users click on free-avg-download.com and then click



diet pill 0.051 (0.004) 0.052 (0.017) 0.088 (0.029) 0.664 (0.089) 0.579 (0.037) 1.00 (0.892)



avg 0.215 (0.042) 0.242 (0.042) 0.121 (0.889) 0.125 (0.699) 0.424 (0.201) —



on Avg-Hq.com or avg-for-free.com makes it impossible to estimate γC , FA ({C}), FA ({B, C}), FB ({C}) and FB ({A, C}).
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Equilibrium Analysis



We’ll now analyze how advertisers bid given that users do ordered search. We return to a model with a set of N advertisers denoted by Aj , j ∈ {1, ..., N } and K slots. Each advertiser Aj has a value of vAj per click. Search engines use the following generalization of the second-price auction to sell sponsored links: first, each advertiser Aj submits a bid bAj representing his willingness to pay per click. Then each advertiser’s bid is multiplied by a weight wAj that solely depends on his characteristics, producing a score sAj = wAj · bAj . Next, advertisers are ranked in decreasing order of their scores and the j th highest ranked advertiser gets the j th slot. When an advertiser receives a click, he is charged a price equal to the smallest bid he could have submitted that would have allowed him to maintain his position in the list. Labeling advertisers such that Ai denotes the advertiser ranked in the i’th slot, we see that advertiser Aj pays pAj where: pAj · wAj = bAj+1 · wj+1 which gives pAj =



bAj+1 · wAj+1 . wAj



The total payment of advertiser Aj is then pAj · q j , where q j is the total number of clicks of slot j. To simplify the analysis, we’ll take the ordered search model of the previous section and assume that baseline and conditional click-through rates are the same for each advertiser, that is, FAj = FAj (H) for any history H. Although our empirical exercise suggests that baseline and conditional click-through rates indeed differ, this assumption is necessary to bring tractability to our theoretical model of bidding. Further, our main theoretical conclusions remain valid under the more general ordered search model of the previous section. With this assumption in hand, the total number of clicks of the j th slot is given by: q j = FAj ·



j−1 Y



cAk , where cAk = FAk γAk + (1 − FAk )λAk .



k=1



Each term cAk accounts for the fraction of users that continue browsing the sponsored list after coming across advertiser Ak . As such, the total number of clicks of slot j is the product of advertiser Aj ’s click-through rate (FAj ) and the total number of users Qj−1 that reach that position ( k=1 cAk ). Advertiser Aj ’s payoff is then (vAj − pAj )q j . We are interested in analyzing the Nash equilibria and the resulting efficiency of various scoring rules. A complete information Nash equilibrium is a vector of bids such that no advertiser can unilaterally change his bid and improve his payoff. 3.1



Can Scoring Rules Help?



Search engines have often changed their auction rules for keyword advertising in order to increase revenue. Yahoo! first dropped a generalized first-price auction and adopted



the rank-by-bid GSP in early 1997. Ten years later, Yahoo! opted for a less drastic change and simply altered its scoring rule from rank-by-bid to rank-by revenue (in which case wAj = FAj ). Microsoft’s Live Search followed the same path and also in 2007 moved from the rank-by-bid to the rank-by-revenue GSP. Recently, Google also changed its scoring rule, although its precise functional form was not made public. We will focus on a very interesting, but so far neglected, equilibrium of the GSP: the one that maximizes the search engine’s revenue among all pure strategy Nash equilibria. The next lemma derives the bid profile that maximizes revenue for the search engine: Lemma 1. Consider the GSP with scoring rule wAj , selling K slots to N > K advertisers. Let advertisers A1 , ..., AK be the efficient assignees of slots 1 to K and assume advertisers submit bids according to: wAj+1 wAj−1 vAj−1 + cAj bAj+1 wAj wAj wAK for j ∈ {2, ..., K}, bAK+1 = vA , bA1 > bA2 wAK+1 K and bAj < bAK+1 for j > K + 1. bAj = (1 − cAj )



(1) (2)



If this bid profile constitutes a Nash equilibrium, than it maximizes the search engine’s revenue among all pure strategy Nash equilibria. We call it the greedy bid profile. As the next proposition shows, such a bid profile is an equilibrium for all {(vAj , FAj , γAj , λAj )}N j=1 if and only if weights are given by: wAj =



FAj FAj = . 1 − cAj 1 − (FAj γAj + (1 − FAj )λAj )



Although at first awkward, the scoring rule above is a quite natural one. Indeed, as first proved by [10], advertiser j comes on top of advertiser k in the efficient allocation if and only if vAj · wAj ≥ vk · wAk . Proposition 1. Consider the GSP with scoring rule wAj , selling K slots to N > K advertisers. The greedy bid profile constitutes a complete information Nash equilibrium for all valuations and search parameters {(vAj , FAj , γAj , λAj )}N j=1 if and only if FA



wAj = 1−cAj (up to a multiplicative constant). In this case, the equilibrium allocation j is efficient and the search engines’s revenue is maximal. Our next proposition brings a pessimistic message about what scoring can achieve in the GSP. It shows that there is no scoring rule for which an efficient equilibrium where each advertiser pays his Vickrey-Clark-Groves payments exists for all profiles of valuations and search parameters. This extends a result by [7], who shows that the GSP equipped with the ”rank-by-revenue” scoring function (wAK = FAK ) does not possess an efficient equilibrium that implements VCG payments. Recall the VCG payments charge each advertiser the welfare difference imposed on the others: pVAj = W (N − {Aj }) − (W (N ) − q j vAj ) where for a set S, W (S) is the optimal social welfare of the agents in S.



Proposition 2. Consider the GSP selling K slots to N > K advertisers. There is no scoring rule wAj which depends solely on advertiser Aj ’s search parameters (FAj , γAj , λAj ) that implements an efficient equilibrium with VCG payments for all valuations and search parameters {(vAj , FAj , γAj , λAj )}N j=1 .
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Conclusion



This work documents information and position externalities among sponsored search advertisers. Our results bring suggestive evidence that part of the population of users perform price research through the sponsored list (as a user that clicks on a link is more likely to keep browsing the sponsored list than users that don’t make clicks at all). Our approach relies on the assumption that users browse from the top to the bottom of the sponsored list and take clicking decisions link by link. It would be interesting to extend the analysis (both empirical and theoretical) to allow users to perform other search procedures.
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